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Universal Access

2
3

The California Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CA CCSSM) articulate

4

rigorous grade-level expectations. These common standards provide an historic

5

opportunity to improve access to rigorous academic content for all students, including

6

students with special needs. All students should be held to the same high expectations

7

outlined in the mathematics practice and content standards, though some students may

8

require additional time, language support, and appropriate instructional support as they

9

acquire knowledge of mathematics. Effectively educating all students requires

10

diagnosing each student instructionally, adjusting instruction accordingly, and closely

11

monitoring student progress. Regular and active participation in the classroom—not

12

only reading and listening but also discussing, explaining, writing, representing, and

13

presenting—is critical to success in mathematics.

14
15

The sections that follow address the instructional needs of many California students in

16

an overarching manner. While suggestions and strategies for mathematics instruction

17

are provided throughout this chapter, they are not intended to—nor could they be

18

expected to—offer teachers and other educators a road map for effectively meeting the

19

instructional needs of each student. Not only do the instructional needs of each student

20

differ from others, the instructional needs of individual students change over time and

21

throughout their mathematics learning progression. Therefore, high quality curriculum,
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22

purposeful planning, flexible grouping strategies, differentiation, and progress

23

monitoring are essential components of ensuring universal access.

24
25

The first sections in this chapter concentrate on instruction for a broad range of students

26

and include discussions on instructional design, the new language demands of the CA

27

CCSSM, assessment to identify instructional needs, systems of support, and strategies

28

for differentiation. The later sections focus on students with targeted instructional needs:

29

students with disabilities, English learners, Standard English learners, at-risk learners,

30

and advanced learners.

31
32

Planning for Universal Access

33

The ultimate goal of mathematics programs in California is to ensure universal access

34

to high-quality curriculum and instruction so that all students are college and career

35

ready. Through careful planning for modifying their curriculum, instruction, grouping,

36

and assessment techniques, teachers can be well prepared to adapt to the diversity in

37

their classrooms. Universal Access in education is a concept which utilizes strategies

38

for planning for the widest variety of learners from the beginning of the lesson design

39

and not “added on” as an afterthought. Universal Access is not a set of curriculum

40

materials or specific time set aside for additional assistance but rather a schema. For

41

students to benefit from universal access, teachers may need assistance in planning

42

instruction, differentiating curriculum, infusing Specially Designed Academic Instruction

43

in English (SDAIE) techniques, using the California English Language Development
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44

Standards (CA ELD standards), and using grouping strategies effectively. Teachers

45

need to utilize many strategies to meet the needs of all of their students

46
47

Strategies that may be useful in planning for universal access include:
•

48
49

Assess and/or screen each student’s mathematical skills and understandings at
the start of instruction to uncover strengths and weaknesses (pre-test).

50

•

Assess or be aware of the language development level of English learners.

51

•

Utilize formative assessments on an ongoing basis to modify instruction and

52

reevaluate student placement.

53

•

Create a safe environment and encourage students to ask questions.

54

•

Draw on students’ previous experiences or cultural relevance as guides.

55

•

Engage in careful planning and organization with the various needs of all

56

learners in mind and in collaboration with specialists (teachers of special

57

education and English learners).
•

58
59

Engage in backwards and cognitive planning 1 to compensate for skill deficits and
to redirect of common misunderstandings.

•

60
61

Organize lessons in a manner that includes sufficient modeling and guided
practice before moving to independent practice.

1

Backwards planning identifies key areas such as prior knowledge needed, common misunderstandings,
organizing information, key vocabulary, and student engagement. Backwards planning is what will be
included in a lesson or unit to support intended student learning. Cognitive planning focuses on how
instruction will be delivered, anticipates potential student responses and misunderstandings, and provides
opportunities to check for understanding and reteaching during the delivery of the lesson. Backwards
planning determines what elements will be included; cognitive planning determines how those elements
will be delivered.
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Differentiate instruction when necessary, focusing on the mathematics standards
and the concepts within the standards.

64

•

Pre-teach routines of classroom grouping and procedures.

65

•

Utilize the Progressions Documents for the Common Core Math Standards

66

(Progressions) to understand how mathematical concepts are developed

67

throughout the grades and to identify strategies to address individual student

68

needs. The Progressions documents can be accessed at

69

http://ime.math.arizona.edu/progressions/.

70

•

71

Explain concepts and procedures using multiple representations that can be
displayed through drawings, manipulatives, and/or technology.

72

•

Allow students to demonstrate their understanding and skills in a variety of ways.

73

•

Employ flexible grouping strategies.

74

•

Provide opportunities for students to collaborate and engage in mathematical

75
76

discourse.
•

77

Include activities that allow students to practice oral discussion of concepts and
thinking.

78

•

Emphasize academic and discipline-specific vocabulary.

79

•

Provide students with language models and structures for “speaking

80
81
82

mathematics.”
•

Use sentence frames (communication guides) to support academic vocabulary
and language learners.
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Enlist help from other teachers, curriculum specialists, and other specialists (e.g.,
teachers of special education and English learners).

85

•

Explore technology or other instructional devices.

86

•

Deepen or accelerate student learning.

87
88

Additional suggestions to support students who have learning difficulties are provided in

89

“Appendix F. Possible Adaptations for Students with Learning Difficulties in

90

Mathematics.” This list of possible adaptations addresses a range of students, some of

91

whom may have identified instructional needs and some who are struggling

92

unproductively for undiagnosed reasons. If a student has an IEP or 504 Plan, the

93

strategies, accommodations, or modifications in the plan guide the teacher on how to

94

differentiate instruction and additional adaptions should be used only when they are

95

consistent with the IEP or 504 Plan.

96
97

Universal Design for Learning

98

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a framework for implementing the concepts of

99

Universal Access by providing equal opportunities to learn for ALL learners. The

100

principles of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) support access to all aspects of

101

learning for all students. Based on the premise that one-size-fits-all curricula create

102

barriers to learning for many students, including the mythical “average” student, UDL

103

helps teachers design curricula to meet the varied instructional needs of all of their

104

students. The goal of UDL curricula is to help students become “expert learners” who
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105

are, “…a) strategic, skillful, and goal directed; b) knowledgeable; and c) purposeful and

106

motivated to learn more” (Center on Applied Special Technology 2011, 7). Universal

107

Design for Learning is in alignment with the Standards for Mathematical Practice.

108
109

The UDL Guidelines developed by the Center on Applied Special Technology (CAST)

110

are strategies to help teachers make curricula more accessible to all students. The

111

guidelines are based on three primary principles of UDL and are organized under each

112

of the principles as follows. (For more information on UDL, including explanations of the

113

principles and guidelines and the detailed checkpoints for each guideline, go to the

114

National Center on Universal Design for Learning Web page at

115

http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines.)

116
117

Principle I: Provide Multiple Means of Representation (the “what” of learning)

118

Guideline 1: Provide options for perception

119

Guideline 2: Provide options for language, mathematical expressions, and

120

symbols

121

Guideline 3: Provide options for comprehension

122

The first principle, Multiple Means of Representation, allows flexibility so that

123

mathematical concepts can be taught in a variety of ways to address the background

124

knowledge and learning needs of students. For example, presentation of content for a

125

geometry lesson could utilize multiple media that includes written, graphic, audio, and

126

technological formats. Similarly, the presentation of content will include a variety of
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127

lesson formats, instructional strategies, and student grouping arrangements (Miller

128

2009, 493).

129
130

Principle II: Provide Multiple Means of Action and Expression (the “how” of learning)

131

Guideline 4: Provide options for physical action

132

Guideline 5: Provide options for expression and communication

133

Guideline 6: Provide options for executive functions

134

The second principle, Multiple Means of Action and Expression, allows for flexibility in

135

how students demonstrate understanding of the mathematical content. For example,

136

when explaining the subtraction algorithm, fourth-grade students may use concrete

137

materials, draw diagrams, create a graphic organizer, or deliver an oral report or a

138

multimedia presentation (Miller 2009, 493).

139
140

Principle III: Provide Multiple Means of Engagement (the “why” of learning)

141

Guideline 7: Provide options for recruiting interest

142

Guideline 8: Provide options for sustaining effort and persistence

143

Guideline 9: Provide options for self-regulation (CAST)

144

The purpose of the third principle, Multiple Means of Engagement, is to ensure that all

145

students maintain their motivation to participate in the mathematical learning.

146

Alternatives are provided that are based upon student needs and interests, as well as

147

for “(a) the amount of support and challenge provided, (b) novelty and familiarity of

148

activities, and (c) developmental and cultural interests” (Miller 2009, 493). Assignments
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149

provide multiple entry points with adjustable challenge levels. For example, sixth-grade

150

students may gather, organize, summarize, and describe distributions for a statistical

151

question at their level of mathematical understanding. In order to develop self-

152

regulation, students reflect upon their mathematical learning through journals, check

153

sheets, learning logs, or portfolios, and are provided encouraging and constructive

154

feedback from the teacher through a variety of formative assessment measures that

155

demonstrate student strengths and areas where growth is still necessary.

156
157

While developing curriculum and planning instruction based on UDL principles will

158

require considerable time and effort, all students can benefit from an accessible and

159

inclusive environment that reflects a universal design approach. Teachers and other

160

educators should be provided professional learning on universal design for learning,

161

time for curriculum development and instructional planning, and the necessary

162

resources (e.g., equipment, software, instructional materials) to effectively implement

163

universal design for learning. For example, interactive whiteboards can be a useful tool

164

for providing universally designed instruction and engaging students in learning. The

165

teacher and the students can use the whiteboard to explain a concept or illustrate a

166

procedure. The large images projected on the board that can be seen by most students,

167

including those with visual disabilities (DO-IT 2012).

168
169

New Language Demands of the CA CCSSM
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170

As the CA CCSSM are implemented, students will face increased language demands

171

during mathematics instruction. Students will be asked to engage in discussions on

172

mathematics topics, to explain their reasoning, to demonstrate their understanding, and

173

to listen to and critique the reasoning of others. The increased language demands may

174

pose challenges for all students and even greater challenges for English learners.

175

These expectations are made explicit in several of the standards for mathematical

176

practice. MP.3, “Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others,” states

177

that students will justify their conclusions, communicate them to others, and respond to

178

the arguments of others. It also states that students at all grades can listen to or read

179

the arguments of others, decide whether they make sense, and ask useful questions to

180

clarify or improve arguments. MP.6, “Attend to precision,” states that students try to

181

communicate precisely with each other, to use clear definitions in discussions with

182

others and in their own reasoning, and that even in the elementary grades students

183

offer carefully formulated explanations to each other. MP.1, “Make sense of problems

184

and persevere in solving them,” states that students can explain correspondences

185

between equations, verbal descriptions, tables and graphs.

186
187

Standards that call for students to describe, explain, demonstrate and understand

188

provide opportunities for students to engage in speaking and writing about mathematics.

189

These standards appear at all grade levels. For example in grade two, standard 2.OA.9

190

asks students to explain why addition and subtraction strategies work. In the conceptual
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191

category of algebra, standard A-REI.1 requires students to explain each step in solving

192

a simple equation and to construct a viable argument to justify a solution method.

193
194

To support students’ ability to express their understanding of mathematics, teachers

195

need to explicitly teach not only the language of mathematics but also academic

196

language for argumentation (proof, theory, evidence, in conclusion, therefore),

197

sequencing (furthermore, additionally) and relationships (compare, contrast, inverse,

198

opposite) depending on both their English language development level and academic

199

level. Teachers should use the CA ELD standards as a guide to understand the

200

instructional needs of English learners. Pre-teaching vocabulary and key concepts

201

allows students to be actively engaged in learning during the lesson. To help students

202

organize their thinking, teachers may need to scaffold both with graphic organizers and

203

with sentence frames (also called communication guides).

204
205

As the CA CCSSM are implemented, students will read and write in mathematics to

206

support their learning. According to Bosse and Faulconer, “Students learn mathematics

207

more effectively and more deeply when reading and writing is directed at learning

208

mathematics” (Bosse 2008, 8). Mathematics text is informational text that requires

209

different skills to read than narrative texts. The pages in a mathematics textbook or

210

journal article can include text, diagrams, tables, and symbols that are not necessarily

211

read from left to right. Students may need specific instruction on how to read and

212

comprehend mathematics texts.
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213
214

Writing in mathematics also requires different skills than writing in other subjects.

215

Students will need instruction in writing informational/explanatory text that requires

216

facility with the symbols of mathematics and graphic representations in addition to

217

understanding of mathematical content and concepts. Instructional time and effort

218

focused on reading and writing in mathematics benefits students by “requiring them to

219

investigate and consider mathematical concepts and connections…” (Bosse, 2008,

220

page 10), which support the mathematical practices standards. Writing in mathematics

221

needs to be explicitly taught as not all the skills necessary can be automatically

222

transferred from English language arts or English language development. Therefore,

223

students benefit from modeled writing, interactive writing, and guided writing in

224

mathematics.

225
226

As teachers and curriculum leaders design instruction to support students’ reading,

227

writing, speaking, and listening in mathematics, the Common Core State Standards for

228

English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical

229

Subjects (CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy) and the California English Language

230

Development (CA ELD) standards, adopted by the State Board of Education in

231

November 2012 (CDE 2013, http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/el/er/eldstandards.asp), are

232

essential resources. The standards for reading informational text specify the skills

233

students must attain to be able to comprehend and apply what they read. The writing

234

standards for informational text, in particular Standard 2 in the Writing strand, provide
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235

explicit guidance on writing informational/explanatory texts by clearly stating the

236

expectations for students’ writing. Engaging in mathematical discourse can be

237

challenging for students who have not had many opportunities to explain their

238

reasoning, formulate questions, or critique the reasoning of others. Standard 1 in the

239

Speaking and Listening strand of the CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy and Part I of the CA

240

ELD standards calls for students to engage in collaborative discussions and sets

241

expectations for a progression in the sophistication of student discourse from

242

kindergarten through grade twelve and from the Emerging level to the Bridging level for

243

English learners. Teachers and curriculum leaders can utilize Standard 1 and Part I as

244

starting points for helping students learn how to participate in mathematical discourse.

245

In grades six through twelve, there are standards for literacy in science and technical

246

subjects that include reading and writing focused on domain-specific content and can

247

provide guidance as students are required to read and write more complex mathematics

248

text.

249
250

The CA ELD standards are an important tool for designing instruction to support

251

students’ reading, writing, speaking, and listening in mathematics. The CA ELD

252

standards help guide curriculum, instruction, and assessment for English learners who

253

are developing the English language skills necessary to engage successfully with

254

mathematics. California’s English learners (ELs) are enrolled in a variety of different

255

school and instructional settings that influence the application of the CA ELD Standards.

256

The CA ELD standards apply to all of these settings and are designed to be used by all
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257

teachers of academic content and of English language development in all these

258

settings, albeit in ways that are appropriate to the setting and identified student needs.

259

Additionally, the CA ELD Standards are designed and intended to be used in tandem

260

with the CA CCSSM to support ELs in mainstream academic content classrooms.

261
262

Just as the CA CCSSM should not be treated as a checklist, neither should the CA ELD

263

standards; instead they should be utilized as a tool to equip ELs to better understand

264

mathematics concepts and solve problems. Factors affecting EL students’ success in

265

mathematics should also be taken into account. (See the section on course placement,

266

below.) There are a multitude of such factors that fall into at least one of seven

267

characteristic types.

268
269
270
271

These types of factors affect the success of ELs in mathematics:
• Limited prior and/or background knowledge
o Some ELs may lack basic mathematics skills and the ability to grasp the

272

new mathematics concepts taught. EL students with limited prior

273

schooling may not have the basic computation skills required to succeed

274

even in the first year of higher mathematics. Some ELs may have this

275

prior/background knowledge but it is important to avoid misconceptions

276

of students’ mathematics skills levels, especially when based upon their

277

cultural background and upbringing.

278

• Cultural differences
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o Mathematics is often considered to be a universal language where

280

numbers connect people regardless of culture, religion, age, or gender

281

(“ELLs and Mathematics”). However, learning styles vary by country as

282

well as individually. Some ELs may have little or no experience working

283

in cooperative groups or sharing and discussing the solution of a

284

problem.

285

o Some symbols’ meanings, such as commas and decimal points, and

286

mathematical concepts differ according to culture and country of origin.

287

This occurs frequently, especially when expressing currency values,

288

measurement, temperature, etc., and impedes an EL’s understanding of

289

the material being taught. Early on in the school year, teachers should

290

survey their students and learn about their backgrounds to effectively

291

address their needs.

292
293

• Linguistics
o Everyday language is very different from academic language and ELs

294

experience acquisition difficulties when trying to understand and apply

295

these differences. Some of these challenges are understanding

296

mathematics vocabulary that is difficult to decode and specific to

297

mathematics, associating mathematics symbols with concepts and the

298

language used to express those concepts, grasping the complex and

299

difficult structure of passive voice (frequently used in word problems that

300

are searching for an unknown number), and comprehending strings of
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301

words used to create complex phrases with specific meanings (e.g.,

302

square root, measure of central tendency).

303
304

• Polysemous words
o Polysemous words have the same spellings and pronunciations but the

305

meanings are different based on context. For example, a “table” is a

306

structure on which one can set food and dishes but it is also something in

307

which one can place data and information. An “operation” is a medical

308

procedure but it is also a mathematical procedure. These meanings are

309

different from each other in context, but the meanings do have some

310

relation to each other. The difference between polysemes and

311

homonyms are subtle. While polysemes have semantically related

312

meanings, homonyms do not.

313

o Many words used in mathematics differ from their everyday life meanings.

314

This can be confusing to ELs and may take time to understand. The

315

instruction of specific vocabulary is crucial because vocabulary

316

knowledge correlates with mathematics reading comprehension (“ELLs

317

and Mathematics”).

318
319

• Syntactic features of word problems
o The arrangement of words in a sentence plays a major role in

320

understanding phrases, clauses, or sentences. Faulty syntax is

321

especially detrimental in the reading, understanding, and solving of word
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322

problems in mathematics (“ELLs and Mathematics”). Extra support

323

should be given to ELs regarding syntactic features.

324

o Some algebraic expressions are troublesome for ELs because they should

325

not be translated word for word. For example: The number “x” is 5 less

326

than the number “y”. It is logical to translate word for word when solving

327

this problem and that would be an EL student’s first instinct. This would

328

most likely result in the following translation: x=5-y. However, the correct

329

answer would be x=y-5.

330

• Semantic features

331

o Many ELs find semantic features challenging, such as:
FEATURE

EXAMPLE

Synonyms

add, plus, combine, sum

Homophones

sum/some, whole/hole

Difficult expressions

If . . .then, given that . . .

Prepositions

divided into vs. divided by, above, over, from,
near, to, until, toward, beside

Comparative constructions

If Amy is taller than Peter, and Peter is taller
than Scott, then Amy must be taller than Scott.

Passive structures

Five books were purchased by John.

Conditional clauses

Assuming X is true, then Y

Language function words

To give instructions, to explain, to make
requests

332

(Adapted from Steinhardt Department of Education [New York] 2009)
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333
334

• Text analysis

335

o Word problems often pose a challenge because they require reading and

336

comprehension of the text, identifying the question, creating a numerical

337

equation, and solving that equation. Reading and understanding written

338

content in a word problem is difficult for many ELs.

339
340

When addressing the factors that affect ELs in instruction, it is essential for teachers to

341

know their EL students and what English language development proficiency level

342

descriptor applies to them. The Emerging, Expanding, and Bridging levels identify what

343

a student knows and can do at a particular stage of English language development and

344

can help teachers differentiate their instruction accordingly. These seven types of

345

factors are only barriers for EL students if they are not addressed by teachers.

346
347

It is a common misconception that mathematics is limited to numbers and symbols.

348

Mathematics instruction is often verbal or through text that is written in academic, not

349

every day, language. “The skills and ideas of mathematics are conveyed to students

350

primarily through oral and written language—language that is very precise and

351

unambiguous” (Francis and others (1) 2006, 35). Words that have one meaning in

352

everyday language have a different meaning in mathematics. For example, in ordinary

353

usage the phrase “in general” often flags an exception to the norm (e.g., “The cat is shy

354

today, but in general, she is friendly.) In contrast, “in general” is typically used in
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355

mathematics as a signpost for a universally true inductive conclusion (e.g., “…and in

356

general, two times a whole number is an even number.) The two usages are nearly

357

opposites. Also, many individual words, like root, point, and table, have technical

358

meanings in mathematics that are different from what a student might use in

359

nonacademic contexts. Reading a mathematics text can be difficult because of the

360

special use of symbols and spatial aspects of notations, such as exponents and stacked

361

fractions, diagrams, and charts, and the structural differences between informational

362

and narrative text, the latter with which students are often more familiar. For example, a

363

student might misread 52 (five squared) as 52 (fifty-two). Language difficulties also

364

occur when students solve problems using algebraic language and expressions that are

365

necessary for Mathematics I and Algebra 1 and other higher mathematics courses, such

366

as seven less than 22; two times as large as 12; four less than four times as large as

367

10; one fifth of 20; ten less than the sum of 15 and 3. (Thompson 1998)

368
369

Helping all students meet the language demands of mathematics will require careful

370

planning; attention to the language demands of each lesson, unit, and module; and

371

ongoing monitoring of students’ understanding and ability to communicate what they

372

know and can do. As students explore mathematical concepts, engage in discussions

373

about mathematics topics, explain their reasoning, and justify their procedures and

374

conclusions, the mathematics classroom will be vibrant with conversation.

375
376

Assessment to Identify Instructional Needs
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377

One of the first tasks required of a school district is to determine its students’ current

378

achievement levels in mathematics so that each student or group of students can be

379

offered mathematics instruction leading to the attainment of all the grade-level or

380

course-level mathematics standards. The concept that what the student has already

381

learned in mathematics should form the basis for further learning and study is

382

particularly true considering the vertical alignment of the CA CCSSM. Assessments

383

must also identify students’ misconceptions and over-generalizations so that they can

384

be corrected. (For additional information, see the “Assessment” chapter.)

385
386

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT is key to ensuring that all students are provided with

387

mathematics instruction designed to help them progress at an appropriate pace from

388

what they already know to higher levels of learning. Knowing what students have

389

learned, teachers and administrators can better plan the instructional program for each

390

student or for groups of students with similar needs. Regardless of how students are

391

grouped, formative assessment can be used to (1) determine which mathematical skills

392

and conceptual understandings the student has already acquired; (2) indicate what the

393

student needs to learn next; and (3) identify student misconceptions. With ongoing

394

progress monitoring supported by formative assessments, student groupings remain

395

flexible as students move in and out of groups as their instructional needs change.

396
397

DIAGNOSTIC ASSESSMENT of students often reveals both strengths and

398

weaknesses, or gaps, in their learning. It could also reveal learning difficulties and the
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399

extent to which limited English language proficiency is interfering with learning

400

mathematics. Once the gaps are discovered, instruction can be designed to remediate

401

specific weaknesses while taking into consideration identified strengths. With effective

402

support, students’ weaknesses can be addressed without slowing down the students’

403

mathematics learning progression.

404

For example, the development of fluency with division using the standard algorithm in

405

grade six is an opportunity to identify and address learning gaps in place value

406

understanding. This approach, in which instruction and learning of place value supports

407

students’ fluency with division, is more productive than postponing grade-level work to

408

focus on earlier standards in place value (CCSSI 2010, 12). Assessments may also

409

indicate that a student already possesses mathematical skills and conceptual

410

understanding beyond that of his/her peers and requires a modified curriculum to

411

remain motivated.

412
413

Successful Diagnostic Teaching

414

If a student is struggling unproductively to complete grade-level tasks, the teacher

415

needs to determine the cause of the student’s lack of achievement. Contributing factors

416

might include a lack of content area knowledge, limited-English proficiency, lack of

417

motivation, or learning difficulties. Frequent absences from school, homelessness,

418

family issues, or reading difficulties could be factors in a student’s lack of achievement.

419

Teachers need to know their students to address their instructional needs. Often a

420

student placed in a class or program lacks the foundational skills and conceptual
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421

understandings necessary to complete new assignments successfully. Sometimes a

422

student may have a persistent misunderstanding of mathematics, or the student may

423

have practiced an error consistently until it has become routine. These problems may

424

affect his or her ability to understand and solve problems. For these struggling students,

425

intervention may be necessary.

426
427

Task Analysis

428

When teaching mathematical concepts and skills, Ashlock (1998) suggests that

429

teachers begin with what students already know, and then build upon that knowledge.

430

For example, fluency with division is helped or hampered dependent upon students’

431

fluency with multiplication facts. Formative assessment can help determine the

432

multiplication facts mastered and therefore help to tailor concept instruction of division

433

to specific multiplication facts. As students master additional multiplication facts, these

434

multiplication facts become incorporated into the division lessons.

435
436

Additionally, Vaughn and Bos (2012) advocate that mathematics material be arranged

437

into “smaller, more manageable amounts” so that students will be successful in learning

438

the mathematics (Vaughn and Bos 2012, 368). These authors suggest that teachers

439

utilize the process of task analysis to identify the prerequisite skills that students need to

440

know before learning the mathematical concept. For example, in order for students to

441

be able to complete a word problem with two-place addition, students will need to know:

442

•

“Number concepts for 0-9
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443

•

Number concepts for 10-100

444

•

Place value

445

•

Simple oral word problems, requiring addition knowledge for 0-9

446

•

Simple written word problems, requiring addition knowledge for 0-9

447

•

Two-place addition problems

448

•

Oral-addition word problems requiring knowledge of two-place addition

449

•

Written-addition word problems requiring knowledge of two-place addition”

450

(Vaughn and Bos 2012, 398).

451

Through this identification process and then determining where students are located

452

along the skill continuum, teachers will be able to focus their teaching on those skills

453

necessary for students to learn the targeted mathematical skill or concept.

454
455

Multi-tiered Systems of Support/Response to Instruction and Intervention

456

(MTSS/Rtl2)

457

Response to Instruction and Intervention (RtI2) is California’s2 system of good first

458

instruction, early identification, prevention, and support for struggling students with the

459

primary goal of preventing students from falling behind their peers. RtI2 is a

460

comprehensive system of effective instruction and earlier intervention for students

461

experiencing difficulty learning to ensure that they are not misdiagnosed or over

462

identified for special education services due to lack of appropriate instruction.

2

Response to Intervention (RTI) is a widely utilized system of response to students’ instructional needs.
In California, that systematic approach was broadened to focus on good first instruction—instruction that
is carefully planned to meet the needs of all students.
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463
464

Multi-tiered systems of support (MTSS) expands the systems and processes of RtI2 to

465

create a comprehensive framework that leverages the principles of RtI2 and PBIS

466

(Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports) as well as other interventions,

467

supports, and services provided to assist struggling learners into a system-wide

468

continuum of resources, strategies, structures and practices to address barriers to

469

student learning. The foundational structures of MTSS include the premise that quality

470

core instruction utilizing UDL principles with appropriate supports, strategies, and

471

accommodations is a basis design necessity for all instruction within Tier 1 as well as

472

across Tiers 2 & 3. In addition, a system of assessments and progress monitoring

473

allows for a data-based, problem-solving approach to analyzing student data to

474

determine instructional adjustments. Providing high-quality curriculum and instruction

475

that is sensitive to the needs of individuals are essential components within the

476

structure of MTSS. As such, the notion of shared responsibility is particularly crucial. All

477

students are everyone’s responsibility. Teachers must have the support of one another,

478

administrators, specialists, parents and the community in order to best serve students.

479

MTSS best occurs in the context of excellent curricula, effective instruction, and a

480

comprehensive assessment system as well as effective leadership, professional

481

learning, and an empowering culture. Schools and districts should have in place a well-

482

defined framework for MTSS, including leadership and organizational structures,

483

routines for program evaluation and progress monitoring of students, initial and ongoing
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484

professional learning for all educators, and clear two-way communication with parents

485

and caregivers.

486
487

The design features of the three tiers of increasing levels of support and intensity of RtI2

488

are included within the framework of MTSS. These tiers reflect the intensity of

489

instruction, not specific programs, students, or staff (i.e., Title 1 or special education).

490

The tiers are discussed here. The three-tiered approach is a continuum of services,

491

both academic and behavioral, with each tier part of an interrelated process.

492

Instructional practices are evaluated and adjusted based on results of frequent, valid,

493

and sensitive indicators of student outcomes. While Tier 1 core high quality instruction is

494

the foundation, each tier is critical to the overall success of the RtI2 framework. The

495

following sections provide descriptions of the three tiers of RtI2 implementation.

496
497

Tier 1

498

Tier 1 core/universal instruction, also known as “first teaching,” is differentiated

499

instruction delivered to all students in general education. The goal is for all students to

500

receive high-quality standards-based instruction, with culturally and linguistically

501

responsive curriculum, which meets the full range of student needs, from intervention to

502

enrichment. Valid universal screenings that identify students at risk of academic and

503

behavioral failures are reliably administered to ensure classroom-level interventions

504

allow all students to benefit from core instruction.

505
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506

Tier 2

507

Tier 2 is strategic/targeted instruction for students who are not progressing or

508

responding to Tier 1 efforts as expected. At the elementary level, targeted instruction

509

could be delivered daily for thirty minutes in small groups for six to eight weeks. At the

510

secondary level, Tier 2 support could include a course with fewer students where on a

511

daily basis students are pre-taught or retaught concepts taught in the core instruction. In

512

both elementary and secondary settings, targeted students are provided with more time

513

and more focused instruction directed to specific learning needs with more frequent

514

monitoring of the student’s progress toward meeting identified goals. Tier 2 instructional

515

supports are provided to students in addition to what they receive in Tier 1. The

516

supplemental instruction provided in Tier 2 can be an extension of the core curriculum

517

utilized in Tier 1 or may include instruction and materials specifically designed for

518

intervention. For example, Tier 2 interventions may focus on in-depth treatment of whole

519

number in kindergarten through grade 5 and on rational numbers in grades 4 through 8.

520

Instruction provided during the intervention should be explicit and systematic to include

521

providing models of proficient problem-solving, verbalization of thought processes,

522

guided practice, corrective feedback, and frequent cumulative review (Woodward,

523

Beckmann, Driscoll, Frnke, Herzig, Jitendr, Koedinger, & Ogbuehi, 2012).

524
525

Tier 3

526

Tier 3 consists of intensive intervention instruction with continuous progress monitoring.

527

Tier 3 interventions are for students who have difficulties with the grade-level standards
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528

in the general education curriculum and have not benefited from Tier 2 interventions

529

and, therefore, need more intensive interventions. Tier 3 instruction should provide skill

530

and concept development which supports and provides access to grade-level or course-

531

level standards. It may occur in a learning center or may be at a different pace than Tier

532

2 instruction. The instruction for elementary students in Tier 3 may be for forty to sixty

533

minutes daily for a period of six to eight weeks, though some students may need

534

intensive intervention for longer periods of time. For secondary students, Tier 3

535

intervention is most often a double block of daily instruction for a semester or longer. In

536

both elementary and secondary settings, the instructional goal is to provide research-

537

based intervention more often and for longer periods of time with reduced

538

student/teacher ratios intended to accelerate students’ progress and return them to their

539

core instructional programs (Tier 1). (Adapted from Ventura County Office of Education

540

2011.)

541
542

Tier I, Tier II, and Tier III Mathematics Interventions

543

With the caveat that there has been little research on effective RtI interventions for

544

mathematics, Gersten, et al., provide eight recommendations (See table below) to

545

identify and support the needs of students who are struggling in mathematics3. The

546

authors note that systematic and explicit instruction is a “recurrent theme in the body of

547

scientific research.” They cite evidence for the effectiveness of combinations of

548

systematic and explicit instruction that include teacher demonstrations and think alouds

3

For additional information on the eight recommendations and detailed suggestions on implementing
them in the classroom, see Gersten and others 2009.
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549

early in the lesson, unit, or module; student verbalization of how a problem was solved;

550

scaffolded practice; and immediate corrective feedback (Gersten and others 2009). In

551

instruction that is systematic, concepts are introduced in a logical, coherent order and

552

students have many opportunities to apply each concept. As an example, students

553

develop their understanding of place value in a variety of contexts before learning

554

procedures for addition and subtraction of two-digit numbers. To help students learn to

555

communicate their reasoning and the strategies they used to solve a problem, teachers

556

model thinking aloud and ask students to explain their solutions. These

557

recommendations fit within the overall framework of MTSS described above.

558
559

[Note: These recommendations need to be in a box or otherwise separated with

560

graphics.]

561

Tier 1

562

Recommendation 1. Screen all students to identify those at risk for potential

563

mathematics difficulties and provide interventions to students identified as at risk.

564
565

Tiers 2 and 3

566

Recommendation 2. Instructional materials for students receiving interventions should

567

focus intensely on in-depth treatment of whole numbers in kindergarten through grade 5

568

and on rational numbers in grades 4 through 8. These materials should be selected by

569

committee.

570
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571

Recommendation 3. Instruction during the intervention should be explicit and

572

systematic. This includes providing models of proficient problem solving, verbalization of

573

thought processes, guided practice, corrective feedback, and frequent cumulative

574

review.

575
576

Recommendation 4. Interventions should include instruction on solving word problems

577

that is based on common underlying structures.

578
579

Recommendation 5. Intervention materials should include opportunities for students to

580

work with visual representations of mathematical ideas and interventionists should be

581

proficient in the use of visual representations of mathematical ideas.

582
583

Recommendation 6. Interventions at all grade levels should devote about 10 minutes in

584

each session to building fluent retrieval of basic arithmetic facts.

585
586

Recommendation 7. Monitor the progress of students receiving supplemental instruction

587

and other students who are at risk.

588
589

Recommendation 8. Include motivational strategies in tier 2 and tier 3 interventions.

590

(Gersten and others 2009)

591
592

Differentiation in Depth, Pacing, Complexity, and Novelty
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593

One important aspect of Tier I instruction is the focus on planning instruction to meet the

594

needs of a range of students. The strategies in this section are some of the ways

595

teachers can differentiate instruction. Research indicates that a student is most likely to

596

learn the content when the lesson presents tasks that may be “moderately challenging.”

597

When a student can complete an assignment independently with little effort, then

598

learning does not occur. On the other hand, when the material is presented in a

599

manner that is too difficult, then “frustration, not learning, is the result” (Cooper 2006,

600

154). Advanced learner and students with learning difficulties in mathematics often

601

require systematically planned differentiation strategies to ensure appropriately

602

challenging curriculum and instruction. The strategies for modifying curriculum and

603

instruction for special education or at-risk students are similar to those used for

604

advanced learners. This section looks at four modes of differentiation: depth, pacing,

605

complexity, and novelty. Many of the strategies presented can benefit all students, not

606

just for those with special needs.

607
608

Depth

609

Depth of understanding refers to how concepts are represented and connected by

610

learners. The greater the number and strength of the connections, the deeper the

611

understanding. In order to help students develop depth of understanding, teachers need

612

to provide opportunities to build on students’ current understanding and assist them in

613

making connections between previously learned content and new content (Grotzer

614

1999).
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615
616

Differentiation is achieved by increasing the depth to which a student explores a

617

curricular topic. The CA CCSSM raise the level of cognitive demand through the

618

Standards for Mathematical Practice (MP) as well as grade-level and course-level

619

Standards for Mathematical Content. Targeted instruction is beneficial when it is

620

coupled with adjusting the level of cognitive demand (LCD). The LCD is the degree of

621

thinking and ownership required in the learning situation. The more complex the thinking

622

and the more ownership (invested interest) the students have for the learning, the

623

higher the LCD. Likewise, lower LCD requires straightforward, more simplistic thinking

624

and less ownership by the students. Having high expectations for all students is critically

625

important; however, posing consistently high LCD can actually set some students up for

626

failure. Similarly, posing consistently low LCD for students is disrespectful to the

627

students. To meet the instructional needs of the students the LCD must be adjusted at

628

the time of instruction (Taylor-Cox 2008). One strategy that teachers can use is tiered

629

assignments with varied levels of activities to ensure that students explore the same

630

essential ideas at a level that builds on their prior knowledge and prompts continued

631

growth.

632
633

Pacing

634

Pacing is perhaps the most commonly used strategy for differentiation. That is, the

635

teacher slows down or speeds up instruction. This strategy can be simple, effective, and

636

inexpensive for many students with special needs (Benbow and Stanley 1996; Geary
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637

1994). An example of pacing for advanced learners is to collapse a year’s course into

638

six months by eliminating material the students already know (curriculum compacting)

639

without sacrificing either depth of understanding and application of mathematics to

640

novel situations. Or students may move on to the content standards for the next grade

641

level (accelerating). Caution is warranted to ensure that students are not placed in

642

above-grade level courses, in particular placing unprepared students in Mathematics I

643

or Algebra I at middle school. (See “Appendix A: Course Placements and Sequences”

644

for additional information and guidance.) Two recent studies on middle school

645

mathematics course-taking report that often grade eight student are placed into

646

Mathematics I or Algebra I courses for which they are not ready, a practice that sets up

647

many students for failure (Finkelstein 2012 and Williams 2011).

648
649

For students whose achievement is below grade level in mathematics, an increase in

650

instructional time may be appropriate. How much additional instructional time, both

651

duration and frequency, depends on the unique needs of each student. Regular use of

652

formative assessments of conceptual understanding, procedural skill and fluency, and

653

application informs the teacher and the student about progress toward instructional

654

goals, and instructional pacing should be modified based on the student’s progress

655

(Newman-Gonchar, Clarke, and Gersten 2009).

656
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657

Complexity

658

Complexity is the understanding within and across the disciplines. Modifying instruction

659

by complexity requires more training and skill on the part of the teacher and instructional

660

materials that lend themselves to such variations. Complexity involves making

661

relationships between and among ideas, connecting other concepts, and using an

662

interdisciplinary approach to the content. When students engage in a performance task

663

or real-world problem, they must apply their mathematical skills and knowledge and

664

knowledge of other subjects (Kaplan, Gould, and Siegel 1995).

665
666

For students experiencing difficulty in mathematics, teachers should focus on the

667

foundational skills, procedures, and concepts within the standards. Several studies

668

found the use of visual representations and manipulatives can improve students’

669

proficiency. Number lines, drawings, pictorial representations, and other types of visual

670

representations are effective scaffolds. However, if visual representations are not

671

sufficient, concrete manipulatives should be incorporated into instruction (Gersten and

672

others 2009).

673
674

Teachers can differentiate the complexity of a task to maximize student learning

675

outcomes. Differentiation for special needs students is sometimes questioned by those

676

who say that struggling students never progress to the more interesting or complex

677

assignments. It is important to focus on essential concepts embedded in the standards

678

and frequent assessment to ensure that students are not just “passed along” without the
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679

understanding and skills they will need to succeed in subsequent grades. Struggling

680

students are expected to learn the concepts well so that they develop a foundation on

681

which further mathematical understanding can be built. Advanced students benefit from

682

a combination of self-paced instruction and enrichment (National Mathematics Advisory

683

Panel [NMAP] 2008).

684
685

Novelty

686

Keeping students engaged in learning is an ongoing instructional challenge that can be

687

complicated by the varied instructional needs of students. Novelty is one differentiation

688

strategy that is primarily student-initiated and can increase student engagement.

689

Teachers can introduce novelty by encouraging students to re-examine or reinterpret

690

their understanding of previously learned information. Students can look for ways to

691

connect knowledge and skills across disciplines or between topics in the same

692

discipline. Teachers can work with students to help the students learn in more

693

personalized, individualistic, and nontraditional ways. This approach may involve a

694

performance task or real-world problem on a subject that interests the student and

695

requires the student to use mathematics understandings and skills in new or more in-

696

depth ways (Kaplan, Gould, and Siegel 1995). Research by Weitzel (2008)

697

recommends engaging struggling students in authentic experiences after mastery of

698

skills and ensuring modeling throughout the authentic experience and include practice

699

afterwards for students with average to above average success.

700
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701

Planning Instruction for Students with Disabilities

702

Some students who receive their mathematics instruction in the general education

703

classroom (Tier 1) or receive Tier 2 or Tier 3 interventions may also have disabilities

704

that require accommodations or placements in programs other than general education.

705

Students with disabilities tend to have difficulty remembering and retrieving basic

706

mathematics facts. They may not be able to retain the information necessary to solve

707

mathematics problems. Students with disabilities may continue to count on their fingers

708

when their age-peers no longer need this kind of support. They may also have problems

709

with writing simple equations for simple word problems and in comparing the magnitude

710

of numbers and other basic understandings of number sense. (Gersten and others

711

2008)

712
713

Students with disabilities are provided with access to all the mathematics standards

714

through a rich and supported program that uses instructional materials and strategies

715

that best meet their needs. A student’s 504 accommodation plan or individualized

716

education program (IEP) often includes suggestions for a variety of techniques to

717

ensure that the student has full access to a program designed to provide him or her with

718

mastery of the CA CCSSM, including the MP standards. Teachers must familiarize

719

themselves with each student’s 504 accommodation plan or IEP to help the student

720

achieve mastery of the mathematics standards.

721
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722

[Note: the sections on 504 plans and IEPs below will be in a separate box or otherwise

723

separated from the other text by format.]

724
725

A Section 504 accommodation plan is typically produced by school

726

districts in compliance with the requirements of Section 504 of the federal

727

Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The plan specifies agreed-on services and

728

accommodations for a student who, as a result of an evaluation, is

729

determined to have a “physical or mental impairment [that] substantially

730

limits one or more major life activities.” Section 504 allows a wide range of

731

information to be contained in a plan: (1) the nature of the disability; (2)

732

the basis for determining the disability; (3) the educational impact of the

733

disability; (4) the necessary accommodations; and (5) the least restrictive

734

environment in which the student may be placed.

735
736

An IEP is a written, comprehensive statement of the educational needs of

737

a child with a disability and the specially designed instruction and related

738

services to be employed to meet those needs. An IEP is developed (and

739

periodically reviewed and revised) by a team of individuals knowledgeable

740

about the child’s disability, including the parent(s) or guardian(s). The IEP

741

complies with the requirements of the IDEA and covers such items as the

742

(1) child’s present level of performance in relation to the curriculum; (2)

743

measurable annual goals related to the child’s involvement and progress
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744

in the curriculum; (3) specialized programs (or program modifications) and

745

services to be provided; (4) participation in general education classes and

746

activities; and (5) accommodation and modification in assessments.

747
748

Instructional Design for Students with Disabilities

749

In recent years, five different meta-analyses of effective mathematics instruction for

750

students with disabilities have been conducted. The students included in these studies

751

were most often students who have learning disabilities but also included students with

752

mild intellectual disabilities, attention deficit/hyperactive disorder (AD/HD), behavioral

753

disorders, and students with significant cognitive disabilities. (Adams & Carnine, 2003;

754

Baker, Gersten, & Lee, 2002; Browder, Spooner, Ahlgrim Delzell, Harris, & Wakeman,

755

2008; Kroesbergen & Van Luit, 2003; Xin & Jitendra, 1999). These meta-analyses along

756

with the National Mathematics Advisory Panel Report (2008) suggest that there are four

757

methods of instruction that show promise for assisting students with disabilities with

758

improving their achievement in mathematics. These instructional approaches include:

759

•

Systematic and explicit instruction, where teachers guide students through

760

a defined instructional sequence with explicit (direct) instructional practice.

761

Often included in this direct instruction is strategy instruction where teachers

762

model the strategy for students utilizing specific strategies including thinking

763

aloud, mnemonics, and the problem-solving process. Teachers model the

764

strategy so students can see when and how to use a particular strategy and

765

what they can gain by doing so. These techniques help students learn to
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766

regularly apply strategies that effective learners use as a fundamental part of

767

mastering concepts.

768

•

Self-instruction, to guide students to learn to manage their own learning

769

through a variety of self-regulation strategies with specific prompting or

770

solution-oriented questions.

771

•

Peer tutoring, refers to many different types of tutoring arrangements but

772

most often involves pairing students together to learn or practice an academic

773

task. This practice works best when students of different ability levels work

774

together.

775

•

Visual representation, which uses manipulatives, pictures, number lines,

776

and graphs of functions and relationships to teach mathematical concepts.

777

The Concrete-Representational-Abstract Sequence of instruction (CRA) is the

778

most common example of the use of visual representation and one of the

779

strategies which holds the strong promise for improving understanding of

780

mathematical concepts for students with disabilities. CRA is an evidence-

781

based instructional practice using manipulatives to promote conceptual

782

understanding (Witzel, Riccomini, & Schneider, 2008). The CRA instructional

783

sequence consists of three tiers of learning. Each tier builds upon the

784

previous one to promote conceptual understanding and procedural accuracy

785

and fluency.

786
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787

The three tiers include: Concrete learning through hands-on instruction using

788

actual manipulative objects; representational learning through pictorial

789

representations of the previously used manipulative objects during concrete

790

instruction, and lastly, learning through abstract notations such as operational

791

symbols. Each tier interconnects with the next leading towards students

792

becoming mathematically proficient. CRA is built upon the premise of UDL

793

allowing for learning through multimodal forms of learning that include seeing,

794

hearing, muscle movement, and touch. It accounts for learner variability by

795

allowing the learner to interact in multiple ways that may in turn increase

796

student engagement and thus a desire to attend to the task at hand. Using

797

manipulatives in concrete and representational ways helps the learner to gain

798

meaning from abstract mathematics by being able to break down the steps

799

into understandable concepts. To that end the, CRA instructional sequence

800

can help students to generalize offering a more meaningful and contextually

801

relevant solution to rote memorization of algorithms and rules taught in

802

isolation of the purpose of the computation.

803
804

In order to improve mathematics performance in students with learning difficulties,

805

Vaughn, Bos, and Schumm (2011) also suggest that when new mathematics concepts

806

are introduced or when students are having difficulty in learning the concept, teachers

807

need to “begin with the concrete and then move to the abstract” (p. 385). Furthermore,

808

the authors suggest that student improvement will occur when teachers provide:
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•

810
811

•

816

Explicit instruction that is highly sequenced and provides students with why the

Assurance that students understand the teacher directions as well as the
demands of the task by closely monitoring student work.

•

814
815
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learning is important

812
813

Universal Access

The systematic utilization of learning principles such as positive reinforcement,
varied practice, and student motivation

•

The use of real-world examples that are understandable to students (Vaughn,
Bos, and Schumm 2011, 385)

817
818

For students with significant cognitive disabilities, systematic instruction was found to be

819

an effective instructional strategy. Studies focused on skills such as counting money

820

and basic operations. Systematic instruction that was found to be effective included

821

teacher modeling, repeated practice, consistent prompting and feedback. Students also

822

learned by instruction in real-world settings, such as a store or restaurant (Browder and

823

others 2008).

824
825

While direct instruction has been shown to be an effective strategy for teaching basic

826

mathematical skills, the CA CCSSM emphasize conceptual understanding and

827

connecting mathematics practice to the mathematical content. Helping students develop

828

mathematical practices, including analyzing problems and persevering in solving them,

829

constructing their own arguments and critiquing others, and reasoning abstractly and

830

quantitatively, require a different approach. Based on their work with students with
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831

disabilities and students working below grade level, Stephan and Smith (2012) offer

832

suggestions on creating a standards-based learning environment. Choosing appropriate

833

problems, the role of the teacher(s), and the role of the students are three key

834

components of a standards-based learning environment. The problems students are

835

asked to solve must be carefully chosen to engage students, open-ended, and rich

836

enough to support mathematical discourse.

837
838

Stephan and Smith recommend that problems be “grounded in real-world contexts”

839

(Stephan and Smith 2012, 174) as well as accessible to all students and require little

840

direct instruction to introduce. The teacher introduces the problem to be solved, reminds

841

students of what they have already learned that may help them with the problem, and

842

answers clarifying questions. The teacher does not provide direct instruction, but quickly

843

sets the context for the students’ work. To foster student discussion, the teacher takes

844

the role of information gatherer and asks questions of the students that help them

845

reason through a problem. If students are working in small groups, the teacher moves

846

from group to group to ensure all students are explaining their reasoning and asking

847

their peers for information and explanations. Students take on the role of active learners

848

who must figure out how to solve the problem instead of being told the steps to follow to

849

solve it. They work with their peers to solve problems, they analyze their own solutions,

850

and they apply previous learning to new situations. Depending on the problem posed,

851

they find more than one possible answer and more than one way to solve the problem.

852

When teachers utilize diverse parings (e.g., students working at or above grade level
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853

with students who are not) for group work, students can accomplish content- or

854

language-task goals as well as mathematics goals. Collaborative work between the

855

partners will facilitate inclusion through the learning of mathematical content. Vaughn,

856

Bos, and Schumm (2011) note that collaborative learning has proven to be an effective

857

method of instruction for students with developmental disabilities in the general

858

education classroom.

859
860

Patterns of Error in Computation

861

Vaughn, Bos, and Schumm (2011) indicate that many of the computation errors made

862

by students fall into certain patterns. Ashlock (1998) theorizes that errors are generated

863

when students “overgeneralize” during the learning process. On the other hand, other

864

errors occur when students “overspecialize” during the learning process by restricting

865

procedures in solving the problem (Ashlock 1998, 15). To diagnose the computational

866

errors of students who are experiencing difficulty, assessment tools must alert the

867

teacher to both overgeneralization and overspecialization. Teachers need to probe

868

deeply as they examine written work—looking for misconceptions and erroneous

869

procedures that form patterns across examples—and try to find out why specific

870

procedures were learned. These discoveries will help teachers plan for and provide

871

instruction to meet the needs of their students.

872
873

Errors also occur when students have not learned their basic facts, perform the

874

incorrect operation, do not complete the algorithm in the correct sequence, lack
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875

understanding of place value within the algorithm, or provide a random response.

876

Interviews with students regarding how they solved a problem can provide teaches with

877

insights on students’ misunderstandings or learning difficulties. Remediation strategies

878

that teachers can employ include returning to simpler problems, analyzing student

879

errors and bringing to light students’ misconceptions, estimating, demonstrating with

880

concrete models to develop conceptual understanding, using grid paper so students can

881

align numbers by place value, designing graphic organizers and flow charts, and

882

providing students with meaningful opportunities and sequential practice to learn their

883

basic facts for fluency.

884
885

Despite needing remediation in the elementary years, students with mathematical

886

disabilities can successfully study higher math. The elementary mathematical

887

curriculum focuses heavily on computation, which can place stress on students’ weak

888

memory, procedural sequencing, verbal self-monitoring, and automatization, rather than

889

drawing on their underlying spatial strengths.

890
891

Examples of Student Error Patterns
The student

4+2=6
6–2=4

thinks that
2y = 20 + y
because
23 = 20 + 3

Overgeneralization

c2 = a2+ b2 citing
Pythagorean
Theorem

The student does
not pay attention to
the addition and
subtraction signs
and thinks both
answers are sums
because they
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appear to the right
side of equal sign.
The student writes
100.36 + 12.57 as
100.36 + 125.70
because the two addends must be
the same number of digits on either
side of the decimal point
.
47
65
+34
+ 36
71
91

-

45
37
12

25
x 32
50
75
125

-

Altitude of a
triangle has to be
contained within
the triangle

46
28
22

44
x 27
308
88
396

Overspecialization

37 The composed ten is not
+ 25 added. The student may be
52 composing the ten in his/her
head and forgetting to add it
or he/she may be adding left
to right and does not know
what to do when the addition
results in a two-digit answer,
so he/she records only the
ones digit. An interview with
the student would provide
further diagnostic
information.
(Miller 2009, 230)

-

36 The student does not
17 decompose the tens when
21 needed. Instead, he
subtracts the smaller ones
number from the larger ones
number.
(Miller 2009, 230)
53 The student misaligns the
x 37 second partial product.
371 (Miller 2009, 230)
159
530

892
893
894

Accommodations for Students with Disabilities
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895
896

“The Standards should...be read as allowing for the widest possible range of

897

students to participate fully from the outset and as permitting appropriate

898

accommodations to ensure maximum participation of students with special

899

education needs. For example, for students with disabilities reading should allow

900

for the use of Braille, screen-reader technology, or other assistive devices, while

901

writing should include the use of a scribe, computer, or speech-to-text

902

technology. In a similar vein, speaking and listening should be interpreted

903

broadly to include sign language.” (CCSS ELA 2010, Introduction)

904
905

Most students who qualify for special education services will be able to achieve the

906

standards when the following three conditions are met:

907
908
909

1. Standards are implemented within the foundational principles of Universal Design
for Learning.
2. A variety of evidence-based instructional strategies are considered to align

910

materials, curriculum, and production to reflect the interests, preferences, and

911

readiness of diverse learners maximizing students’ potential to accelerate

912

learning.

913
914

3. Appropriate accommodations are provided to help students access grade-level
content.

915
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916

Accommodations support equitable instruction and assessment for students by

917

lessening the effects of a student’s disability. Without accommodations, students with

918

disabilities may have difficulty accessing grade level instruction and participating fully on

919

assessments. When possible, accommodations should be the same or similar across

920

classroom instruction, classroom tests, and state and district assessments. However,

921

some accommodations may be appropriate only for instructional use and may not be

922

appropriate for use on a standardized assessment. It is crucial that educators are

923

familiar with state policies regarding accommodations used for statewide assessment.

924
925

There are a small number of students with significant disabilities who will struggle to

926

achieve at or near grade level. These students, who will participate in the alternative

927

assessment, account for approximately one percent of the total student population.

928

Substantial supports and accommodations are often necessary for these students to

929

have meaningful access to the standards and standards-aligned assessments that are

930

appropriate to the students’ academic and functional needs. These supports and

931

accommodations ensure that students receive access to the learning and have

932

opportunities to demonstrate knowledge through multiple means, but retain the rigor

933

and high expectations of the CA CCSSM.

934
935

Accommodations play an important role in helping students with disabilities access the

936

core curriculum and demonstrate what they know and can do. The student’s IEP or 504

937

Plan team determines the appropriate accommodations for both instruction and state
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938

and district assessments. Decisions about accommodations must be made on an

939

individual student basis, not on the basis of category of disability or administrative

940

convenience. For example, rather than selecting accommodations from a generic

941

checklist, IEP and 504 Plan team members (including families and the student) need to

942

carefully consider and evaluate the effectiveness of accommodations for each student.

943
944

Accommodations are typically made in presentation, response, setting, and

945

timing/scheduling so that learners are provided equitable access during instruction and

946

assessment.

947

• Presentation: Accommodations in presentation allow students to access

948

information in ways that do not require them to visually read standard print.

949

These alternate modes of access are auditory, multi-sensory, tactile, and

950

manual. For example, a student with a visual impairment may require that the

951

test be presented in a different manner, such as digital format accompanied with

952

text-to-speech software application or the use of a Braille test booklet.

953

• Response: Accommodations in response allow students to complete activities,

954

assignments, and assessments in different ways or to solve or organize

955

problems using some type of assistive device or organizer. For example, a

956

student may require an alternative method of completing multi-step

957

computational problems due to weak fine motor skills or physical impairments,

958

such as computer access with a specialized keyboard or speech-to-text

959

application or specialized software to complete the task.
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• Setting: Accommodations in setting allow for a change in the location in which a

961

test or assignment is given or the conditions of an assessment setting. For

962

example, a student may require that an assessment be administered in a setting

963

appropriate to the student’s individual needs, such as testing an individual

964

student separately from the group to accommodate accessibility such as visual

965

and or auditory supports

966

• Timing and Scheduling: Accommodations in timing and scheduling allow for an

967

increase the typical length of time to complete an assessment or assignment

968

and perhaps change the way the time allotted is organized. For example, a

969

student may take as long as reasonably needed to complete an assessment,

970

including taking portions over several days to avoid fatigue due to a chronic

971

health condition.

972

The Council of Chief State School Officers provides guidance in its Accommodations

973

Manual: How to Select, Administer, and Evaluate Use of Accommodations for

974

Instruction and Assessment of Students with Disabilities (Thompson, Morse, Sharpe,

975

and Hall 2005).

976
977

The selection and evaluation of accommodations for students with disabilities who are

978

also ELs must include collaboration among educational specialists, the classroom

979

teacher, teachers providing instruction in English language development, families, and

980

the student. It is important to note that ELs are disproportionately represented in the

981

population of students identified with disabilities. This suggests that some of these
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982

students may not in fact have disabilities, rather that the identification process is

983

inappropriate for ELs.

984
985

Accommodations are available to all students including students both with and without

986

disabilities. They do not reduce learning expectations; they provide access.

987

Accommodations can reduce or even eliminate the effects of a student’s disability. It is

988

important to note that although some accommodations may be appropriate for instructional

989

use, they may not be appropriate for use on a standardized assessment.

990
991

Assistive Technology

992

Promoting a culture of high expectations for all students is a fundamental goal of the CA

993

CCSSM. To ensure access to the general education curriculum and CA CCSSM,

994

students with disabilities may be provided additional supports and services, as

995

appropriate, such as: instructional supports for learning based on the principles of UDL;

996

instructional accommodations, modifications or changes in materials or procedures that

997

do not change the standards but allow students to learn within the framework of the

998

standards; and assistive technology devices and services. Assistive technology should

999

be an important consideration within all of these areas.

1000
1001

Teachers implement accommodations and modifications in mathematics instruction in

1002

numerous ways, including using assistive technology. Students with physical, sensory,

1003

or cognitive disabilities may face additional challenges to learning. Students with fine
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1004

motor disabilities may not be able to hold a pencil to write answers on a test or use a

1005

standard calculator to do mathematics problems. Students who have difficulty decoding

1006

text and symbols may struggle to comprehend text. When assistive technology is

1007

appropriately integrated into the classroom, students are provided with a variety of ways

1008

to access the information and to complete their work.

1009

1010

Disabilities vary widely, and accommodations must be tailored to the student’s individual

1011

and unique needs. Assistive technology is technology used by individuals to gain

1012

access and perform functions that might otherwise be difficult or impossible. Assistive

1013

technology is defined by federal law in the Individuals with Disabilities Education

1014

Improvement Act of 2004 as: “…any item, piece of equipment, or product system

1015

whether acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, or customized, that is used to

1016

increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities of individuals with disabilities”

1017

(Pub. L. No. 108-466, Part A, Sec. 602, 11-12). Assistive technology can include a wide

1018

variety of learning enhancements, including mobility devices, writing implements,

1019

communication boards, and grid paper, as well as hardware, software, and peripherals

1020

that assist in accessing standards, curriculum, and instruction. For more information on

1021

assistive technology, visit http://www.washington.edu/accessit/articles?109/.

1022

1023

Assistive technology has several possible functions:
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Accommodation—assistive technology provides access to the course curriculum.

1025

Students can receive assistance from a computer that scans and reads text or

1026

digital content to incorporate images, sound, video clips, and additional

1027

information. Digital large print with a contrasting background, the ability to

1028

change the font as it appears on the screen, or text-to-speech devices can

1029

provide access for students with visual impairments. Software that converts text

1030

to braille characters, using a refreshable display, provides students access to

1031

printed information. Students can use mobile devices to create or record notes

1032

that they can later transfer to a computer for printing out assignments or use to

1033

study for a test. A student with motor difficulties might use an enlarged or

1034

simplified computer keyboard, a talking computer with a joy stick, switch, head-

1035

gear, or eye selection devices. Augmentative and Alternative Communication

1036

(http://www.asha.org/public/speech/disorders/AAC/) systems or applications are

1037

used to help students with severe speech or language disabilities express

1038

thoughts, needs, or ideas. These and other types of assistance can provide

1039

access, but they do not change the content and are therefore considered to be

1040

accommodations.

1041

1042

•

Modification—assistive technology provides additional scaffolding of lessons, or

1043

software that can display the main idea. Examples of modifications include the

1044

use of certain types of sign language (text-symbol) that is concept derived and
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1045

dictionaries, calculators, number line, or other devices that provide information

1046

not otherwise available to students.

1047

Although assistive technology helps to level the playing field for students with special

1048

needs, many types of assistive technology (both software and hardware) are beneficial

1049

for all students. The flexibility of assistive technology allows a teacher to use tools and

1050

materials that support students’ individual strengths and also address their weaknesses

1051

in the least restrictive environment.

1052

The California Department of Education (CDE) provides information that clarifies basic

1053

requirements for consideration and provision of assistive technology and services to

1054

each individual with a disability. Information also is available for local education

1055

agencies, particularly members of Individualized Education Program (IEP) teams, to

1056

effectively address these requirements. Visit the CDE Competencies for Assistive

1057

Technology Providers at: Assistive Technology Web page at

1058

http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/sr/atstaff.asp/. (Accessed 12-30-2012)

1059
1060

For other examples of assistive technology, please visit the CDE Assistive Technology

1061

Checklist Web page at: http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/sr/atexmpl.asp (Accessed 12-30-

1062

2012

1063
1064

Planning Instruction for English Learners
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1065

Ethnically and racially diverse students make up approximately 74 percent of

1066

California’s student population, making our state’s student population the most diverse

1067

in the nation. In 2012-13, over 1.3 million students, about a quarter of the California

1068

public school population, were identified as English learners. Of those English learners,

1069

84.6 percent identified Spanish as their home language. The next largest group of

1070

English learners, 2.3 percent, identified Vietnamese as their home language (CDE

1071

DataQuest 2013). Given the large number of English learners in California’s schools,

1072

providing effective mathematics instruction to English learners is crucial.

1073
1074

English learners face the double challenge of learning subject-area content at the same

1075

time they are developing proficiency in English. California law requires that instruction

1076

for most English learners be presented overwhelmingly in English. A variety of

1077

instructional settings are available to English learners, including structured English

1078

immersion (SEI), mainstream English language, and dual language instruction. The

1079

instructional methodologies for English learners vary, such as English language

1080

development (ELD), English language development and Specially Designed Academic

1081

Instruction in English (ELD SDAIE), and ELD instruction in dual language programs.

1082

1083

Instruction for English learners work best when it is planned according to the students’

1084

assessed levels of proficiency in English and their primary language, as well as their

1085

mathematics skills and understandings. Because of differing academic backgrounds

1086

and ages, some students may advance more quickly than others who require more
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1087

support in their academic progress. Many districts use assessment tools such as the

1088

statewide assessment that assesses the progress of limited English-proficient students

1089

in acquiring the skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing in English. The

1090

statewide assessment is designed to identify students’ proficiency in English and to

1091

assist teachers in planning initial instruction, monitoring progress, and conducting

1092

summative evaluations.

1093
1094

The role of English language proficiency must be considered for English learners who

1095

are experiencing difficulty in learning mathematics. Even students who have good

1096

conversational English skills may lack the academic language necessary to fully access

1097

mathematics curriculum (Francis and others 2006 (1)). Academic language, as

1098

described by Saunders and Goldenberg, “entails all aspects of language from

1099

grammatical elements to vocabulary and discourse structures and conventions”

1100

(Saunders and Goldenberg 2010, 106).

1101
1102

To provide effective mathematics instruction to English learners,

1103

”Every teacher must incorporate into his or her curriculum

1104

instructional support for oral and written language as it relates to

1105

mathematics standards and content. It is not possible to separate

1106

the content of mathematics from the language in which it is

1107

discussed and taught.” (Francis and others 2006(1), 38)

1108
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1109

Moschkovich cautions that communicating in mathematics is more than a matter of

1110

learning vocabulary; students must also be able to participate in discussions about

1111

mathematical ideas, make generalizations, and support their claims. She states, “While

1112

vocabulary is necessary, it is not sufficient. Learning to communicate mathematically is

1113

not merely or primarily a matter of learning vocabulary” (Moschkovich 2012 (2), 18).

1114

Providing instruction that focuses on teaching for understanding, helping students use

1115

multiple representations to comprehend mathematical concepts and explain their

1116

reasoning, and supporting students’ communication about mathematics is challenging

1117

(Moschkovich 2012 (1)). Moschkovich’s recommendations for connecting mathematical

1118

content to language are provided in the table below.

1119
Recommendations for Connecting Mathematical Content to Language
•

Recommendation #1: Focus on students’ mathematical reasoning, not
accuracy in using language.

•

Recommendation #2: Shift to a focus on mathematical discourse
practices, move away from simplified views of language.

•

Recommendation #3: Recognize and support students to engage with the
complexity of language in math classrooms.

•

Recommendation #4: Treat everyday language and experiences as
resources, not as obstacles.

•

Recommendation #5: Uncover the mathematics in what students say and
do. (Moschkovich 2012 (1), 5-8).
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1120
1121

To support English learners as they learn both mathematics and academic language:

1122

•Explicitly teach and incorporate into regular practice academic vocabulary for math. Be

1123

aware of words that have multiple meanings such as root, plane, or table.

1124

•Provide communication guides, sometimes called sentence frames, to help students

1125

express themselves not just in complete sentences but articulately within the MP

1126

standards.

1127

•Use graphic organizers and visuals to help students understand mathematical

1128

processes and vocabulary.

1129
1130

Elementary school English learners’ progress in mathematics may be supported

1131

through the intentional lesson planning for content, mathematical practice, and

1132

language objectives. Language objectives “…articulate for learners the academic

1133

language functions and skills that they need to master to fully participate in the lesson

1134

and meet the grade-level content standards” (Echevarria, Short, & Vogt 2008). In

1135

mathematics, students’ use of the MP standards require students to translate between

1136

various representations of mathematics and to develop a command of receptive

1137

(listening, reading) and generative (speaking, writing) language. Language is crucial for

1138

schema-building; learners construct new understandings and knowledge through

1139

language, whether unpacking new learning for themselves or justifying their reasoning

1140

to a peer.

1141
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1142

The following are examples of possible language objectives for a student in grade two:

1143

-Read addition and subtraction expressions fluently.

1144

-Explain the strategies and/or computational estimates used to solve addition and

1145

subtraction problems within 100.

1146

-Describe the relationship between multiplication and division.

1147
1148

Francis, et al., examined research on instruction and intervention in mathematics for

1149

English learners. They conclude that there is general agreement that a lack of

1150

development of academic language is a primary cause of English learners academic

1151

difficulties and that more attention needs to be paid to its development. Like

1152

Moschkovich, Francis, et al., make clear that academic language involves many skills

1153

besides vocabulary. It includes using increasingly complex words, comprehending

1154

sentence structures and syntax, and understanding the organization of text.

1155
1156

One approach to helping improve students’ academic language is to “amplify, rather

1157

than simplify,” new vocabulary and mathematical terms (Wilson 2010). When new or

1158

challenging language is continually simplified for English learners, they cannot gain the

1159

academic language necessary to learn mathematics. New vocabulary, complex text,

1160

and the meanings of mathematical symbols are taught in context with appropriate

1161

scaffolding or amplified. Amplification helps increase students’ vocabulary and makes

1162

mathematics more accessible to students with limited vocabulary. In the progression of

1163

rational number learning throughout the grades, particularly relevant to upper
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1164

elementary and middle school, students encounter increasingly complex uses of

1165

mathematical language (words, symbols) that may contradict student sense-making of a

1166

term or phrase from earlier grades. For example, “half” is interpreted as either a call to

1167

divide a certain quantity by two, or to double that quantity, depending upon the context:

1168

“Half of 6 is ____?” “6 divided by one-half is___?”

1169
1170

The standards distinguish between number and quantity, where quantity is a numerical

1171

value of a specific unit of measure. By middle school, students are now expected to

1172

articulate that a “unit rate for Sandy’s bike ride is ½ mi/hr,” based upon reading the

1173

slope of a distance versus time line graph of a bike ride traveled at this constant rate.

1174

Here, “½” represents the distance traveled for each hour, rather than the equivalent

1175

ratio of one mile traveled for every two hours. The same symbols that students

1176

encountered in early elementary to represent parts of a whole (e.g., partitioning in grade

1177

2, formalized as unit fractions in grade 3) are now attached to new language and

1178

concepts in upper elementary and middle school.

1179
1180

Researchers caution that focusing on academic language alone may promote teaching

1181

vocabulary without a context or lead to thinking of students as lacking because of their

1182

inability to use academic language (Edlesky 2006; MacSwan and Rolstad

1183

2003).Instruction should move away from teaching academic language without context

1184

and instead emphasize mathematical meaning in social contexts, with an emphasis on

1185

mathematics discourse. Mathematics discourse is defined as communication that
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1186

centers on making meaning of mathematical concepts; it is more than just knowing

1187

vocabulary. It involves negotiating meanings by listening and responding, describing

1188

understanding, making conjectures, presenting solutions, challenging the thinking of

1189

others, and connecting mathematical notations and representations.(Celedon-Pattichis

1190

and Ramirez 2012, 20)

1191
1192

Teachers’ lesson planning of language, mathematical content standards, and MP

1193

standards will need to identify where these three objectives intersect and what specific

1194

scaffolds for English learners’ mathematical discourse are necessary. As one example,

1195

a high school teacher of long-term English learners has planned a lesson that requires

1196

students to identify whether four points on a coordinate graph belong to a quadratic or

1197

an exponential function. Classroom routines for partner and group work have been

1198

established, and students know what “good listening” and “good speaking” look like and

1199

sound like. However, the teacher has also created bookmarks for students to use, with

1200

sentence starters and sentence frames to share their conjectures and rationales and to

1201

question the thinking of other students. After a specified time for individual thinking and

1202

writing, students share their initial reasoning with a partner. A whole class discussion

1203

ensues, with the teacher intentionally revoicing student language and asking students to

1204

share what they heard another student say in their own words. While the teacher

1205

informally assesses how students employ academic language in their oral statements,

1206

she also presses for “another way to say” or represent that thinking to amplify academic

1207

language.
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1208
1209

The language of mathematics is not a universal language but a specialized language

1210

that requires a different interpretation than everyday language. Attention must be paid to

1211

particular terms that may be problematic. The table below provides examples of

1212

mathematical terms that may cause difficulties for English learners, depending on their

1213

context or usage.

1214
Words with meaning only found in
Mathematics
(used in academic English only)
Symbolic Language
(used almost universally)
Words with multiple meaning in
Everyday English (EE) and Academic
English (AE)

Hypotenuse, parallelogram, coefficient,
quadratic, circumference, polygon,
polynomial
+, -, x, ÷, π, ½

Phonological words

tens vs. tenths
sixty vs. sixteen
sum vs. some
whole vs. hole
off vs. of
How many halves do you have?
then vs. than

EE: The floor is even.
The picture is even with the
window.
Sleep provides even rhythm in our
breathing.
The dog has an even temperament.
I looked sick and felt even worse.
Even a 3 year-old child knows the
answer.
AE: Number: Even numbers (e.g., 2,
4, 6, etc.)
Number: Even amounts (e.g., even
amounts of sugar and flour)
Measurement: Exact amount (e.g.,
an even pound)
Function: f (x) = f (-x)(e.g., cosine
function is an even function)
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(Table adapted from Asturias 2010)

1216
1217

The lack of English-language proficiency and understanding of the language of

1218

mathematics is of particular concern for long-term English learners, adolescent students

1219

who have been in American schools for many years but lack the academic language

1220

necessary to complete academic tasks and who may not be able to draw inferences,

1221

analyze, summarize, or explain their reasoning. To address the instructional needs of

1222

long-term English learners, focused instruction such as instructed English language

1223

development (ELD) may be the most effective (Dutro and Kinsella 2010). Instructed

1224

ELD, as described in Dutro, focuses attention on language learning. Language skills are

1225

taught in a prescribed scope and sequence, ELD is explicitly taught, and there are many

1226

opportunities for student practice. Lessons, units, and modules are designed to build

1227

fluency and with the goal of helping students achieve full English proficiency.

1228
1229

In addition to systematic ELD instruction, Dutro and Moran offer two recommendations

1230

for developing students’ language in the content areas: frontloading and using

1231

teachable moments.

1232

Front-loading of ELD describes a focus on language preceding a

1233

content lesson. The linguistic demands of a content task are

1234

analyzed and taught in an up-front investment of time to render

1235

the content understandable to the student. This front-loading

1236

refers not only to the vocabulary, but also to the forms or
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1237

structures of language needed to discuss the content. The

1238

content instruction, like the action of a piston, switches back and

1239

forth from focus on language, to focus on content, and back to

1240

language (Dutro and Moran 2002, 4).

1241

One example of an instructional strategy of Dutro’s “piston” that informally assess and

1242

advance students’ mathematical English language development follows.

1243
1244

List-Group-Label

1245

Purpose: Formative assessment of students’ acquisition of academic language,

1246

and their ability to distinguish form and function of mathematical terms and

1247

symbols (e.g. the term “polygon” reminds students of types of polygons

1248

(triangles, rectangles, rhombus), or reminds students of components or attributes

1249

of polygons (angles, sides, parallel, perpendicular), or non-examples (circles)).

1250

Process: At the conclusion of a unit of instruction, the teacher posts a

1251

mathematical category or term that students experienced in the unit and asks

1252

students to generate as many related mathematical words or symbols that they

1253

relate to the posted term as they can.

1254

Working with a partner or group, students compile their lists of related words and

1255

agree how to best sort their list into several subgroups.

1256

For each subgroup of terms or symbols, students must come to agreement on an

1257

appropriate label for each subgroup’s list and be prepared to justify their “List-

1258

Group-Label” to another student group.
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1259
1260

Teachers also take advantage of “teachable moments” to expand and deepen language

1261

skills. Teachers must utilize opportunities “as they present themselves to use precise

1262

language [MP. 6] to fill a specific, unanticipated need for a word or a way to express a

1263

thought or idea. Fully utilizing the teachable moment means providing the next language

1264

skill needed to carry out a task or respond to a stimulus.” (Dutro and Moran 2002, 4)

1265
1266

M. J Schleppegrell agrees that the language of mathematical reasoning differs from

1267

informal ordinary language. Traditionally, teachers have identified mathematics

1268

vocabulary as a challenge but are not aware of the grammatical patterning embedded in

1269

mathematical language that generates difficulties. Schleppegrell identifies these

1270

linguistic structures as “patterns of language that draw on grammatical constructions

1271

that create dense clauses linked with each other in conventionalized way” yet differ from

1272

ordinary use of language . Examples include the use of long, dense noun phrases such

1273

as the volume of a rectangular prism with sides 8, 10, and 12 cm , classifying adjectives

1274

that precede the noun ( e.g., prime number; rectangular prism) and qualifiers that come

1275

after the noun ( e.g. A number which can be divided by one and itself). Other

1276

challenging grammatical structures that may pose difficulty include conjunctions such as

1277

if, when, therefore, given, and assume which are used differently than everyday

1278

language. (Schleppegrell 2007, 143-146). Schleppegrell asserts educators need to

1279

expand their knowledge of mathematical language to include grammatical structures

1280

which enable students to participate in mathematical discourse.
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1281
1282

Other work on mathematics discourse, such as from S. Irujo, provides

1283

concrete classroom applications for vocabulary instruction at the elementary

1284

and secondary levels. Irujo explains and suggests three steps for teaching

1285

mathematical and academic vocabulary:

1286

•

1287
1288

The first suggested step is for educators to read texts, tests, and materials
analytically to identify potential difficulties by focusing on challenging language.

•

Irujo’s second step follows Dutro’s findings in pre-teaching experiential activities

1289

in mathematics. Only the necessary vocabulary and key concepts are taught to

1290

introduce the central ideas at this time.

1291

•

The third and final step is integration of the learning process. New vocabulary is

1292

pointed out as it is encountered in context, its use is modeled frequently by the

1293

teacher, the cycle of modeling is repeated, followed by guided practice, small

1294

group practice, and independent practice. She recommends teaching complex

1295

language forms through mini-lessons (Anstrom and others 2010, 23).

1296
1297

Despite the importance of academic language for success in mathematics, “…in

1298

mathematics classrooms and curricula the language demands are likely to go unnoticed

1299

and unattended to” (Francis and others 2006 (1), 37). Both oral and written language

1300

need to be integrated into mathematics instruction. All students, not just English

1301

learners, must be provided many opportunities to talk about mathematics and explain

1302

their reasoning and understanding—to engage in mathematics discourse. The language
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1303

demands of mathematics instruction must be noted and attended to. Mathematics

1304

instruction that includes reading, writing, and speaking enhances students’ learning. As

1305

lessons, units, and modules are planned, both language objectives and content

1306

objectives should be identified. By focusing on and modifying instruction to address

1307

English learners’ academic language development, teachers support their students’

1308

mathematics learning.

1309
1310

Van de Walle (2007) suggests specific strategies that teachers can do to support

1311

English Learners with their mathematics instruction:

1312

•

1313

Let students know the purpose of the lesson and what they will be accomplishing
during the lesson

1314

•

Build background knowledge and link the lesson to what students already know.

1315

•

Encourage the use of native language during group work while continuing to

1316
1317
1318

progress in English language development.
•

Cooperative groups provide English learners with opportunities to utilize
language in nonthreatening ways.

1319
1320

COURSE PLACEMENT OF ENGLISH LEARNERS

1321

Careful attention to placement and assessment practices is particularly important for

1322

students who have studied mathematics in other countries and may be proficient in

1323

performing higher level mathematics but lack proficiency with the English language. A

1324

student’s performance on mathematics assessment will be affected by the student’s
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1325

language proficiency. For example in the graph below Students A, B, and C’s results on

1326

the same test may look very similar, even though their language and mathematical

1327

proficiency levels vary considerably. The design of the assessment needs to be mindful

1328

of this problem, and the results need to be interpreted with the language proficiency

1329

factored in. Assessing mathematics in the student’s primary language should be

1330

considered so that lack of English language proficiency does not affect the test results.

1331

Math proficient

A●
C
language not
proficient

language
proficient

B
Math not
proficient

1332
1333

(Graphic adapted from Asturias 2010.)

1334
1335

For English learners who may know the mathematical content but have difficulty on

1336

assessments due to lack of proficiency with the English language, Burden and Byrd

1337

(2010) list the following strategies for adapting assessments for English learners:

1338

•

Range. Decrease the number of assessment items.

1339

•

Time. Provide extra time for English learners to complete the task.

1340

•

Level of Support. Increase the amount of scaffolding that is provided during the

1341

assessment.
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1342

•

Difficulty. Adapt the problem, the task, or the approach to the problem.

1343

•

Product. Adapt the type of response to decrease reliance on academic

1344
1345
1346

language.
•

Participation. Allow for cooperative group work and group self-assessment using
student-created rubrics for performance tasks.

1347
1348

Celedón-Pattichis (Celedón-Pattichis 2004, 188) advises that the initial placement of

1349

English learners is highly important because “these placements tend to follow students

1350

for the rest of their academic lives.” When placement of highly proficient students is not

1351

based upon their mathematical competence but rather on their language proficiency,

1352

they may (1) lose academic learning time and the opportunity to continue with their

1353

study of higher-level mathematics and (2) experience a decline in their level of

1354

mathematics because of little practice. On the other hand, when low performing

1355

students are placed in coursework that is too difficult for their knowledge or language

1356

proficiency level, they are likely to become discouraged.

1357
1358

Similarly, students who have studied mathematics in other countries may “confront

1359

noticeable differences” in how mathematical concepts are represented when they enter

1360

California classrooms. Notational differences include how students read and write

1361

numbers, use a decimal point, and separate digits in large numbers. There may be

1362

differences in the designation of billions and trillions. For example,
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1363

A student schooled in the United States will read 10, 782,621,751 as ‘10 billion,

1364

782 million, 621 thousand, 751.’ In some students’ countries of origin, the

1365

number is read as 10 mil 782 millions, 621 mil, 751’; or it is read as ’10 thousand

1366

782 million, 621 thousand, 751’” (Perkins & Flores, 2002, p. 347).

1367

Algorithmic differences occur in how students compute problems by algorithm. For

1368

example, they may mentally compute the steps in an algorithm and only write the

1369

answer or display the intermediate steps differently, as with long division. Additional

1370

difficulties occur as students confront United States currency (Perkins and Flores 2002).

1371
1372

These differences may become apparent when parents educated in other countries

1373

assist their children at home. There is a strong need for a meaningful dialogue between

1374

parents and teachers in which learning about the different methods and approaches can

1375

occur for all. For example, when students or parents possess different ways of doing

1376

arithmetic operations, teachers can use these different approaches as learning

1377

opportunities instead of dismissing them. This is particularly important for immigrant

1378

children (or children of immigrant parents), who are often navigating two worlds. As

1379

Cummins (2000) states, "Conceptual knowledge developed in one language helps to

1380

make input in the other language comprehensible" (Civil and Menendez 2010).

1381
1382

Planning Instruction for Standard English Learners (SELs)

1383

Standard English learners are students who speak a nonstandard form of English, a

1384

form of English that differs in structure and form from Standard and academic English or
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1385

may be influenced by another language. The Academic English Mastery Program

1386

(AEMP) and the Multilingual and Multicultural Department of Los Angeles Unified

1387

School District (LAUSD) have identified six access strategies to help SELs to be

1388

successful:

1389

1. Making Cultural Connections – Culturally responsive pedagogy uses the “cultural

1390

knowledge, prior experience, frames of reference and performance styles” of

1391

students to make learning more relevant, effective an engaging. (English

1392

Learner Master Plan, LAUSD, p. 85)

1393

2. Contrastive Analysis – Comparing and contrasting the linguistic features of the

1394

primary language and Standard English. (English Learner Master Plan, p. 162).

1395

During a content lesson, the teacher may demonstrate the difference in

1396

languages by the teacher repeating the student response in Standard English.

1397

This recasting then may be used at a later date as an exemplar to examine the

1398

differences.

1399

In this example, note the differences in subject/verb agreement, plurals

1400

and past tense:

1401

Non-Standard English—There was three runner. The winner finish the

1402

race in three minute.

1403

Standard English: There were three runners. The winner finished the

1404

race in three minutes.

1405

3. Cooperative Learning – Working in pairs or small groups
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4. Instructional Conversations – Academic conversations, often student led,

1407

allowing students to use the language to analyze, reflect, and think critically.

1408

These conversations may also be referred to as accountable talk or handing off.

1409

5.

Academic Language Development – Explicit teaching of vocabulary and

1410

language patterns needed to express the students’ thinking. Like English

1411

learners, SELs benefit from the use of sentence frames (communication guides);

1412

unlike the supports for ELs, the guides are based on Standard English and

1413

academic vocabulary and not on English language proficiency levels.

1414
1415

6. Advanced Graphic Organizers- Visual representation to help students organize
thoughts.

1416
1417

Planning Instruction for At-Risk Learners

1418

Mathematical focus and in-depth coverage of the CA CCSSM are as necessary for

1419

students with mathematics difficulties as they are for more proficient students (Gersten

1420

and others 2009). When students begin to fall behind in their mastery of mathematics

1421

standards, immediate intervention is warranted. Interventions must combine practice in

1422

material not yet mastered with instruction in new skill areas. Students who are behind

1423

will find it a challenge to catch up with their peers and stay current with them as new

1424

topics are introduced. The need for remediation cannot be allowed to exclude these

1425

students from instruction in new concepts. In a standards-based environment, students

1426

who are struggling unproductively to learn or master mathematics need the richest and
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1427

most organized type of instruction. For some students, Tier 3 interventions may be

1428

necessary.

1429
1430

Students who have fallen behind, or who are in danger of doing so, may need more

1431

than the normal schedule of daily mathematics. Systems must be devised to provide

1432

these students with ongoing tutorials. It is important to offer special tutorials before or

1433

after school or on Saturday; however, to ensure access for all students, extra help and

1434

practice should occur in extra periods of mathematics instruction during the school day.

1435

Instructional time might be extended in summer school with extra support focused on

1436

strengthening and rebuilding foundational concepts and skills that are lacking from

1437

earlier grades.

1438
1439

Requiring a student with intensive learning challenges to remain in a course for which

1440

he or she lacks the foundational skills to master the major concepts, and thereby to

1441

pass the course, wastes student learning time. Course and semester structures and

1442

schedules for classes should be reexamined and new structures devised, such as a

1443

two-year Mathematics I or Algebra I course, so that students enrolled in such essential

1444

courses can successfully complete the full course. Targeted intervention at the middle

1445

school level and earlier can increase students’ chances of being successful in higher

1446

mathematics. Early intervention in mathematics is both powerful and effective

1447

(Newman-Gonchar, Clarke, and Gersten 2009).

1448
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1449

Grouping as an Aid to Instruction

1450

The first focus of educators should always be the quality of instruction; grouping is a

1451

secondary concern. Grouping is a tool and an aid to instruction, not an end in itself. As a

1452

tool, grouping should be used flexibly to ensure that all students achieve the standards,

1453

and instructional objectives should always be based on the CA CCSSM. Small group

1454

instruction may be utilized as a “temporary measure” for students who have failed to

1455

grasp prerequisite content (Emmer and Evertson, 2009). For example, a teacher may

1456

discover that some students are having trouble understanding and using the

1457

Pythagorean Theorem. Without this understanding they will have serious difficulties in

1458

higher-level mathematics. It is perfectly appropriate, even advisable, to group those

1459

students who do not understand a concept or skill, such as the Pythagorean Theorem,

1460

find time to reteach the concept or skill in a different way, and provide additional

1461

practice. At the same time those students might be participating with a more

1462

heterogeneous mix of students in other classroom activities and groups in which a

1463

variety of mathematics problems are discussed.

1464
1465

Teachers must rely on their experiences and judgment to determine when and how to

1466

incorporate grouping strategies into the classroom. To promote maximum learning when

1467

grouping students, educators must ensure that assessment is frequent, that high-quality

1468

instruction is always provided for all students, and that the students are frequently

1469

moved into appropriate instructional groups according to their needs.

1470
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1471

Planning Instruction for Advanced Learners

1472

Advanced learners, for purposes of this framework, are students who demonstrate or

1473

are capable of demonstrating performance in mathematics at a level significantly above

1474

the performance of their age group. They may include (1) students formally identified by

1475

a school district as gifted and talented pursuant to California Education Code Section

1476

52200 and (2) other students who have not been formally identified as gifted and

1477

talented but who demonstrate the capacity for advanced performance in mathematics.

1478

In California it is up to each school district to set its own criteria for identifying gifted and

1479

talented students. The percentage of students so identified varies, and each district may

1480

choose whether to identify students as gifted on the basis of their ability in mathematics.

1481

The criteria should take into account students still struggling with language barriers. The

1482

criteria should also include alternative measures to identify students who are highly

1483

proficient in mathematics or have the capacity to become highly proficient in

1484

mathematics but may have a learning disability.

1485
1486

When the National Mathematic Advisory Panel (NMAP) looked at research on effective

1487

mathematics instruction for gifted students, they found only a few studies that met their

1488

criteria for evaluating research. This lack of rigorous research limited the Panel’s

1489

findings and recommendations, and the Panel called for more high-quality research to

1490

study the effectiveness of instructional programs and strategies for gifted students.

1491

Based on the research available, the Panel reported the following findings:

1492
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1493

[Note: These recommendations need to be in a box or otherwise separated with

1494

graphics.]

1495

•

The studies reviewed provided some support for the value of differentiating the

1496

mathematics curriculum for students with sufficient motivation, especially when

1497

acceleration is a component (i.e., pace and level of instruction are adjusted).

1498
1499

•

A small number of studies indicated that individualized instruction, in which pace

1500

of learning is increased and often managed via computer instruction, produces

1501

gains in learning.

1502
1503

•

Gifted students who are accelerated by other means not only gained time and

1504

reached educational milestones earlier (e.g., college entrance) but also appear to

1505

achieve at levels at least comparable to those of their equally able same-age

1506

peers on a variety of indicators even though they were younger when

1507

demonstrating their performance on the various achievement benchmarks.

1508
1509

•

Gifted students appeared to become more strongly engaged in science,

1510

technology, engineering, or mathematical areas of study. There is no evidence in

1511

the research literature that gaps and holes in knowledge have occurred as a

1512

result of student acceleration. (NMAP 2008).

1513
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1514

Based on these findings and the general agreement in the field of gifted education, the

1515

Panel stated, “combined acceleration and enrichment should be the intervention of

1516

choice” for mathematically gifted students (NMAP 2008, 53). The Panel recommended

1517

that mathematically gifted students be allowed to learn mathematics at an accelerated

1518

pace and encouraged schools to develop policies that support challenging work in

1519

mathematics for gifted students. (See “Appendix A: Course Placement and Sequences”

1520

for additional guidance.)

1521
1522

Standards-based education offers opportunities for students who have the motivation,

1523

interest, or ability (or all of these) in mathematics to excel. Several research studies

1524

have demonstrated the importance of setting high standards for all students, including

1525

advanced learners. The CA CCSSM provide students with goals worth reaching and

1526

identify the point at which skills and knowledge should be mastered. The natural

1527

corollary is that when standards are mastered, advanced students should either move

1528

on to standards at higher grade levels, focus on unlearned material not covered by the

1529

standards, or delve deeper into mathematical concepts and connections across

1530

domains. The latter approach provides students with enrichment and depth in studying

1531

the standards for their grade level. Enrichment or extension leads the student to

1532

complex, technically sound applications. Activities and challenging problems should be

1533

designed to contribute to deeper learning or new insight.

1534
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1535

Accelerating the learning of advanced students requires the same careful, consistent,

1536

and continual assessment of their progress as is needed to support the learning of

1537

average and struggling students. Responding to the results of such assessments allows

1538

districts and schools to adopt innovative approaches to teaching and learning to best

1539

meet the instructional needs of their students.

1540
1541

Care must be taken in the design of standards-based programs to avoid the errors of

1542

the past. In a common core standards-based classroom, the design of instruction

1543

demands dynamic, carefully constructed, mathematically sound lessons, units, and

1544

modules devised by groups of teachers pooling their expertise in helping children to

1545

learn. These teams must devise innovative methods for using regular assessments of

1546

student progress in conceptual understanding, procedural skill and fluency, and

1547

application to ensure each student’s progress toward mastery of the mathematics

1548

standards.

1549
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1550

Resources

1551

Educators may visit the following Web sites to obtain resources for understanding and

1552

addressing the needs of students with disabilities:

1553
1554

•

Laws and Regulations: California Special Education and Related Laws

(New

1555

15-Jun-2012), Searchable database for Education Code, Part 30, Other Related

1556

Laws and California Code of Regulations, Title 5. Users may search this

1557

database to find pertinent legislation for various special education topics.

1558
1559

•

California Department of Education Special Education Web page: Information

1560

and resources to serve the unique needs of persons with disabilities so that each

1561

person will meet or exceed high standards of achievement in academic and

1562

nonacademic skills. http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/ (Accessed 12-30-2012)

1563
1564

•

California Department of Education Competencies for Assistive Technology

1565

Providers at: Assistive Technology Web page at

1566

http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/sr/atstaff.asp/. (Accessed 12-30-2012)

1567
1568
1569

•

California Department of Education Assistive Technology Checklist Web page at:
http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/se/sr/atexmpl.asp (Accessed 12-30-2012)

1570
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1571

For examples of research, ideas, and assistive technology to support mathematics

1572

students, visit the Technology Matrix at: http://techmatrix.org/. Accessed 12-30-2012.

1573

1574

For research, examples, and resources for Universal Design for Learning, go to the

1575

National Center on Universal Design for Learning Web page at

1576

http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines. Accessed 12-30-2012.

1577

1578

For resources to support English learners, go to:

1579

The California English Language Development Standards, adopted by the State Board

1580

of Education in November 2012 (http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/el/er/eldstandards.asp)

1581
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